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Abstract: We calculate a large k asymptotic expansion of the exact surgery formula
for Witten's SU(2) invariant of some Seifert manifolds. The contributions of all
flat connections are identified. An agreement with the 1-loop formula is checked. A
contribution of the irreducible connections appears to contain only a finite number
of terms in the asymptotic series. A 2-loop correction to the contribution of the
trivial connection is found to be proportional to Casson's invariant.
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1. Introduction

A Chern-Simons action is an "almost" gauge invariant function of a gauge connec-
tion on a 3-dimensional manifold Jί\

Scs = j-εμvpπj (AμdvAp + \AμAvAλ d\ (1.1)
4 π Jί \ 5 J

(a trace is taken in the fundamental representation of the gauge group G). A quan-
tum field theory built upon this action is topological. This means that a partition
function presented by a path integral over the gauge equivalence classes of connec-
tions

Z(M,k) = f@Aμe
ikScs[Av] (1.2)

does not depend on the metric of the manifold Jί and is therefore its topological
invariant. An exact calculation of this invariant was carried out by E. Witten in
his paper [1] on the Jones polynomial. The calculation requires a construction of
M by a surgery on a link in S2 (or in some other simple manifold, say Sι x S2).
Reshetikhin and Turaev proved in [2] that Witten's procedure really leads to a
topological invariant. Their proof does not use path integral (1.2) which is not a
rigorously defined object for mathematicians yet.

A Chern-Simons action enters the exponential of the path integral (1.2) with
an arbitrary integer factor k. Its inverse k~ι (or rather 2πk~x) plays a role of the
Planck constant ft, which appears in quantum theories and sets a scale of quantum
effects. A stationary phase approximation for the integral (1.2) in the limit of k —» oo
expresses a partition function Z(Jί,k) as an asymptotic series in k~ι. Physicists
call this series a "loop expansion," because the terms of order kx~n come from the
fl-loop Feynman diagrams.

The loop expansion of Z(Jί,k) has been studied in [3,4 and 5], as well as
in papers [6 and 7] which were aimed at producing Vassiliev's knot invariants.
Feynman rules were formulated, however the actual calculation of loop corrections
for particular manifolds went only up to the 1-loop order. The 1-loop correction was
found in [1,8,9] to contain such invariants of the manifold Ji as the Reidemeister-
Ray-Singer torsion, spectral flow and dimensions of cohomologies.

Thus there are two different methods of calculating Z{Jί,k)\ a "surgery calculus"
of Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev and a loop expansion which is a standard method of
quantum field theory. Both methods should give the same value of Z(Jί,k) if the
path integral (1.2) has the properties that physicists expect it to have. D. Freed
and R. Gompf suggested to check this by computing an exact value of Z(Jί,k)
for large values of k through the surgery calculus and then comparing it to the
quantum field theory 1-loop approximation. They carried out their program in [8]
for some lens spaces and Brieskorn spheres. A computer calculation showed a
close correspondence between the values of exact and 1-loop partition functions.
In a subsequent paper [9], L. Jeffrey used a Poisson resummation trick to derive
analytically a large k expansion of an exact surgery formula for lens spaces and
mapping tori. She also observed a correspondence between the surgical and 1-loop
expressions (at least up to some minor factors, which we will discuss in the next
section). Similar results were obtained in [10].

In this paper we carry out a large k expansion of an exact surgery formula
for Seifert manifold SU(2) invariants. We identify the contributions of all flat
connections and show that they correspond to the slightly modified 1-loop
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approximation formula of [8 and 9]. In contrast to the lens spaces, Seifert man-
ifolds have irreducible flat connections. We find rather surprisingly that although
the reducible connections contribute to all orders in loop expansion, the contribu-
tion of irreducible connections appears to be finite loop exact. We also find that
a 2-loop correction to the contribution of the trivial connection is proportional to
Casson's invariant.

In Sect. 2 we review the basic features of loop expansion and surgery calculus.
Section 3 describes an application of the Poisson resummation to the surgery formula
for Seifert manifolds with 3 fibers. In Sect. 4 the asymptotic expansion of the surgery
formula for those manifolds is compared to the 1-loop formula. In Sect. 5 a Poisson
resummation is applied to a general rc-fibered Seifert manifold and the contributions
of both irreducible and reducible flat connections are calculated.

Summary of the Results. For reader's convenience we summarize briefly the main
results of the calculations in Sect. 3. We present the SU(2) Witten's invariant of a
3-fibered Seifert manifold X( — 9 —, —) as a sum over flat connections in the spirit
of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). The structure of the flat connections is described in Sect. 4.

An irreducible flat connection is labelled by three integer numbers n\,n2,n^ and
a number λ = 0, j . Its holonomies around the fibers and along the central element
of the fundamental group are given by Eqs. (4.2)-(4.4). The contribution of the
irreducible connection is 2-loop exact:

= ±exp

3 1 I r
Π Γι -2ί sin 2π ( —«/ + stjPi

(1.3)

Here

A = O , i ,

«/ = «/ + qik rii e Z, ptSi - ^r, - 1, phqhshn e Z , (1.4)

s(q, p) is a Dedekind sum. For more details see Subsect. 4.1. The phase

i=l Pi
(1.5)

is the 2-loop correction. As we will see, this phase appears in the contributions of
all flat connections.

A reducible connection is labelled by three integer numbers n\,n2,ni. Its
holonomies are given by Eqs. (4.15), (4.16). The contribution of this connection
contains an asymptotic series of loop corrections:

Zc

(st

1'/I2'/I3) = -Qxp2πiK Σ,—n^ + —

(1.6)
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here Co = jjY^i=\~, for notations see Subsect. 4.2, A logarithm of this series has

to be calculated in order to put (1.6) into the form (2.4).
A reducible flat connection for which c$ — 0,1/2 (see "point on a face" in

Subsect. 4.3), contributes

cV 2 3) = -

(1.7)

The contribution of the trivial connection is

7(triv) _ e * - - y r , . _ __ΠLΛ^ ί I π P χ J

2/ sin ε
ε=0

(1.8)

A remarkable feature of this formula is that its full 2-loop term is proportional to
Casson's invariant (4.14).

The formulas analogous to Eqs. (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) for the π-fibered Seifert
manifold are Eqs. (5.49), (5.53) and (5.55).

2. Calculation of Witten's Invariant

2.1. Loop Expansion. We start with a brief description of a stationary phase ap-
proximation to the path integral (1.2). The stationary phase points are the extrema
of the action (1.1). Since

δAu 2π
(2.1)

these extrema are flat connections, i.e. connections with Fμv — 0. The gauge
equivalence classes of flat connections are in one-to-one correspondence with the
homomorphisms

τtι(J() ^ G, A : x t~* g(x) e G (2.2)

(G is a gauge group) up to a conjugacy, that is, the homomorphisms g(x) and
h~ιg(x)h are considered equivalent.

Each stationary phase point A^ contributes a classical exponential exp[/fcSz ]
times an asymptotic series in k:

z(Jt,k) = Σzv\jι,k), ϊ,k) = eiks>
n=0

(2.3)
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Another form of presenting the same expansion is

\si + g * S ί l (2.4)
L «=2 J

Here Si are Chern-Simons invariants of the flat connections A^, and S^ are the
ft-loop quantum corrections coming from the «-looρ 1-particle irreducible Feynman
diagrams. A set of Feynman rules for their calculation has been developed in [3],
however the actual calculations have been carried out only up to the 1-loop order.

Generally in quantum field theory a 1-loop factor is an inverse square root of
a determinant of the second order variations of the classical action taken at the
stationary phase point. However a gauge invariance of the action (1.1) requires a
gauge fixing and an introduction of the Faddeev-Popov ghost determinant (see [1]
for details). So for the Chern-Simons theory

l d e t i h )
I V (2 5)

Here A is a covariant Laplacian

A=DμD
μ, Dμ = dμ+Aμ (2.6)

acting on the Lie algebra valued functions, while Z_ is

*dA —dΛ*
Li— o W

acting on the Lie algebra valued 1-forms and 3-forms. A differential dA is built
upon a covariant derivative Dμ,dA = 0 for flat connections.

According to [1], the absolute value of the ratio (2.5) is a square root of the
Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion TR{A). A detailed expression for the phase of that
ratio has been worked out in [8]. The 1-loop formula for Z(Jί,k) presented there
is a sum (2.3) over the flat connections A^ in which:

Z«\yM,k) = e - 1 ? ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 V ^ ^ l ^ y - ' f ^ C o C ! , (2.8)

here K = k -f cv, cv is a dual Coxeter number or, equivalently, a quadratic Casimir
invariant of the adjoint representation, bι is the first Betti number and /; is a spectral
flow. The factors Co and C\ reflect the presence of the 0-form (i.e. 3-form) and
1-form zero modes in the operators A and L_ of Eq. (2.5). These factors have to
be slightly modified from their original values in [8].

The zero modes are related to the elements of the cohomology spaces
H°(<Jί,dA(ι)) and Hx{Ji,dA(r)). For each element of H° there is a zero mode of
A and a zero mode of Z_. For each element of//1 there is another zero mode of
L_. It is also known that H° can be identified with a tangent space of the symmetry
group Hi of the connection Aμ

ι\ The group Hi consists of the gauge transformations
that do not change Aμ . Equivalently, //z is a subgroup of G whose elements com-
mute with the image of the homomorphism (2.2). As for H\ its elements represent
infinitesimal deformations of the connection Aμ which do not violate the flatness
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condition. This picture is reminiscent of the string theory. There the zero modes of
the ghosts c and b were identified with the elements of tangent spaces of the sym-
metry group and moduli of the complex structure. However in our case generally
not all the elements of Hx can be extended to finite deformations of flat connec-
tions. In other words, dim//1 ^ dimXi(Jί), where Xι is a connected component
of the moduli space of flat connections.

Let us first assume that dim//1 = dimXt. If operators A, L- have zero modes,
then the Reidemeister torsion can still be obtained from Eq. (2.5) if the zero modes
and zero eigenvalues are removed from there. L. Jeffrey noted in [9] that τψ thus
defined is an element of AmaxH° 0 (ΛmaxH1)*. She suggested to take a canonical
element v e (ylm a x//0)* derived from the basic inner product on H° which is a Lie
algebra of///. A pairing of υ and τΛ produces a volume form on the moduli space
Xi. A sum over the flat connections in Eq. (2.8) then includes a natural integration
over Xj. However, according to [9], this procedure does not quite agree with the
leading term in the \/k expansion of Z(S3,k).

We propose a slightly different prescription. We take any element v G (ΛmaxH0)*
and balance the integral over Xl9 defined by pairing of v and τΛ , with a factor of
1/Vol(///), volume of Hι being defined by the same element v? We show in the
Appendix why this factor should appear after the removal of the zero modes from
Eq. (2.5) by considering a simple finite dimensional version of a gauge invariant
path integral. We also demonstrate in the end of Subsect. 2.3 how our prescription
fits the value of Z(S\k\

There is another consequence of dropping the zero modes from the determinants
in Eq. (2.5). Each non-zero mode of the operator A carries a factor of k/4π2 in
Eq. (2.5) and each non-zero mode of L_ carries there a factor3 of (—z£/4π2)~1/2.
By dropping the modes, we loose these factors. Therefore dropping an element of
H° produces an extra factor (ik/4π2)~^2 while dropping an element of//1 creates
a factor (-ik/4π2)^2. Thus

I / , ;, \-(dim//°)/2

(2.9)

We could also assume that

, ., x (dim//1)^

C\ = ( — ^ ) ( 2 1 0 )

However the 1-form zero modes of L_ that can not be extended to finite defor-
mations of the flat connection, should not be simply dropped from Eq. (2.5). A
non-zero mode of Z_ contributes to Eq. (2.5) through a gaussian integral

-1/2

(2.11)

2 The factor l/Vol(//, ) appeared in slightly different circumstances in [11]. It also appeared in
[12] and [13] where the Alexander polynomial was produced from a Chern-Simons theory based
on a supergroup U{\\\). It was shown there that Vol(£/(1|1)) = 0, so that the flat connections for
which Hi = ί/( l | l ) , gave infinite contributions to the partition function. These infinities helped to
explain the nonmultiplicativity of the Alexander polynomial which distinguished it from the family
of the SU(N) Jones polynomials.

3 Actually a partition function (1.2) has also a factor ( ^ ) # o f a l 1 m o d e s o f Δ~l2# o f a11 m o d e s o f L~

hidden in the integration measure Q)Aμ.
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A zero mode 1-form that hits obstruction contributes through the integral

Therefore a corrected version of the formula for C\ is

dim Z/1 - dim X dim H] +dim Xv

i k \ ' ( i k \ '

)

and the 1-loop formula (2.8) takes the form

dim//0 j d

x exp-/Ξ [(1 + Λ')dim G + 2/, + dim H° + d i m ^ ' + d i m ^ j . ( 2 . 1 4 )

Note that there are additional numerical factors coming from Eq. (2.12) if dim.Y, φ
dim//1, however the power of k in the preexponential factor of Eq. (2.14) is
correct.

2.2. Surgery Calculus. Here we briefly present Witten's recipe of an exact calcu-
lation of the partition function (1.2). Witten used the fact that the Hubert space
of the Chern-Simons quantum field theory is isomorphic to the space of conformal
blocks of the level k 2-dimensional WZW model based on the same group G. More
specifically, a Chern-Simons Hubert space corresponding to a 2-dimensional torus
is equivalent to the space of affine characters of G (see, e.g. [14]).

Consider a path integral (1.2) calculated over a solid torus with a Wilson line
carrying representation VΛ of G going inside it. A denotes the shifted highest weight,
i.e. the highest weight of VΛ is A — p,p being half the sum of positive roots of
G: p = I ]C;.GZj ^i. An inclusion of the Wilson line means that the integrand of
Eq. (1.2) is multiplied by a trace of a holonomy \ Ϊ V A ? zπp(§Aμdxμ). Such an integral
is a function of the boundary conditions imposed on Aμ on the boundary of the solid
torus. Therefore it is an element \A) of the Hubert space of T2. Witten claimed
that this element corresponds to the affine character of level k built upon VA and
that all such elements corresponding to the integrable affine representations form an
orthonormal basis in that Hubert space.

The group SL(2,Z) acting as modular transformations on Γ2, generates canonical
transformations in the phase space of the classical Chern-Simons theory. Therefore
*S£(2,Z) can be unitarily represented in the Hubert space. This representation is
determined by the action of the matrices S and T

- C ; ' ) - G O
on the affine characters. An action of a general unimodular matrix

M(p,q) = f P r)eSL(2,Z) (2.16)

\q s J
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is determined by its presentation as a product

Mip>q) = Ta'S- TaιS. (2.17)

The integer numbers ax form a continued fraction expansion of p/q:

at-\
(2.18)

For more details on this construction, see e.g. [8] and [9].
A lens space L(p,q) can be constructed by gluing the boundaries of two solid

tori. The boundaries are identified trivially after a matrix SM^p'~q^ acts on one of
them, i.e. that matrix determines how the boundaries are glued together. Before the
gluing, each solid torus produces an affine character Vp growing out of the trivial
representation, as a state on its boundary. Hence according to the postulates of a
quantum field theory, a partition function (1.2) is equal to a matrix element

Z(L(p,q),k) = (SM{p'~9))pp9 (2.19)

here the tilde denotes a representation of the SL(2, Z) matrices in the space of affine
characters.

Note that the lens space depends only on the numbers p and q. Different choices
of the entries r and s of the matrix (2.16) correspond to different framings of the
same lens space. A framing is a choice of three vector fields which form a basis
in the tangent space at each point of the manifold. A phase of a partition function
Z depends on a choice of framing. Formula (2.14) gives a 1-loop approximation
to Z{yM,k) in the standard framing. The surgical formulas should also be reduced
to the standard framing in order to yield a true invariant of the manifold. We will
discuss this reduction in the end of this subsection and in Subsect. 3.3.

Consider now a manifold S2 xSι. A Seifert manifold X( —,...,—) is con-
structed by cutting out the tubular neighborhoods of n strands going parallel to Sι

and then gluing them back after performing the M^Pl^ transformations on their
boundaries4. These transformations change the states on the surfaces of the solid
tori from \p) into

X). (2.20)

Therefore an invariant of a Seifert manifold is given by a multiple sum

A\,...,An

Here the factor e1^ reflects the dependence of Witten's invariant on the choice of
framing of X, φfr = 0 for the framing coming directly from the surgeries M^p"qι\
NAλ...An is a Verlinde number, which is equal to the invariant of the manifold S2 x Sλ

containing n Wilson lines carrying representations VΛι along Sι. This number is
also "almost" equal to the number of times that a trivial representation appears in a
decomposition of a tensor product (§)"=1 V^r NΛX...AΠ will t>e eΦ*al to that number
if VΛi are representations of the quantum algebra Gq. An expression for NΛχ_Λn in

4 It is not hard to see that X ( | ) and ^(fj , ̂ ) are the lens spaces.
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the case of n = 3 and G — SU(2) is presented in Subsect. 3.1, a general case will
be considered in Subsect. 5.1.

As in the case of a lens space, the phase of a partition function (2.21) also
depends on the choice of numbers Γ/,ΛV. Witten found in [1] that a change of
framing by one unit is accompanied by a change in that phase by f|, c being a
central charge of the level k WZW model.

To get a partition function Z(X,k) in the standard framing, we should choose,
according to [8],

Φfr — — —3σ + 2^ Δ^a) (2.22)

in Eq. (2.21). Here aj form a continued fraction expansion of pilqu while

σ = -sign V — -f Y]sign — I + Σ Σ sign(β/ ) (2.23)
\i=ιPιJ , =i V ^ y i=\j=\ J

2.3. SU(2) Formulas and Poisson Resummation. Explicit formulas for the SL(2,Z)
representation in the space of affine SU(2) characters of level k were derived in
[9]. There are k+1 integrable SU{2) representations with spins 0 ^ j 5̂  | . We
use the shifted highest weight α = 2/ + 1 instead of j and K = k -f 2 instead of K,
so that 0 < α < K. The weight p is equal to 1 for 5(7(2).

The formulas for Saβ and Γαβ are well known:

^ . (2.24)

A substitution of these expressions in the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.17) turns it into a multiple
finite gaussian sum. A summation over the intermediate indices goes from 1 to
K — 1. An application of the Poisson resummation formula in [9] converted that
sum into another gaussian sum with a summation interval independent of K:

_ . sign(g) rt-«
ί^ΓFVZ\

} . (2.25)

Here Φ(M) is a Rademacher phi function defined as follows

' ( 2 2 6 )
if ^ = 0

a function ^ί^1,^) being a Dedekind sum:

s( m ? W ) , i v cot ^ cot ^ . (2.27)
4/7 ~\ n n
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We illustrate the use of the Poisson formula

+00

Σ / ( « ) = Σ I e2πimzf(x)dx (2.28)

by explicitly deriving an expression for the matrix element

e-'fpκ-\ iπ

= " ^ F ~ Σ Σ AM^exp— [pγ2 + 2γ(μιo> + μ2β)\ . (2.29)

This exercise will prepare us for the calculations that we will perform in Sect. 3.
We have to extend the summation range of γ to Z in order to be able to

use Eq. (2.28). The summand in Eq. (2.29) is even and periodic with a period
of IK. We first double the range of summation: ^ ~j —> \Σy=-κ- Then a
formula

* Σ / ( Ό = N lim β1/2 Σ ^ / W , if / ( * ) - /(Λ + N), (2.30)

and a Poisson resummation allow us to transform Eq. (2.29) into

— — n

l im(i£ε 1 / 2 )^ Σ Miĵ 2^~πεy exp — \pγ2 + 2y(μiα + μiβj\
2K ε-^0 yeZμιa=±\ 2K

^ n / ^ Σ

x exp ^ [^y2 + 2y(μ iα + μ2i8 + 2«n)] . (2.31)

Note that a change from a sum to an integral over γ has been essentially accom-
plished through a substitution

β-> β + 2Kn, (2.32)

and a subsequent summation over « (actually we used μ2Π rather than n, this makes
no difference since we take a sum over n e Z). This is a trick that works for a
general expression (2.17). Just one substitution like (2.32) for an initial or final
index converts all the intermediate sums in Eq. (2.17) into gaussian integrals. This
is, in fact, the origin of the expression (β + 2Kn) in Eq. (2.25).

From this point we can proceed in two ways. A straightforward way is to
integrate the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.31) over γ. Then, after neglecting some irrelevant terms
we get a formula

x exp I (μi<κ + μiβ + 2Kn)z I . (2.33)
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The second exponential here is periodic in n with a period p. Therefore a second
application of Eq. (2.30), this time backwards, leads to the final expression

(2.34)

An equivalent way to treat the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.31) is to notice that since an
integral over γ is gaυssian, a stationary phase approximation is exact. An array of
stationary phase points yst(n) = —2Kn/p and their contributions exhibit the same
symmetry properties as a summand of Eq. (2.29). Therefore an inverse use of
Eq. (2.30) shows that we can drop a factor (Kε1^2) from the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.31)
and restrict the sum there to those values of n for which

O^stW^ί. (2-35)

The formula that we get this way is slightly different in its form from Eq. (2.34).
For p-oάά we get

( ^ (2.36)

The 1/2 factor in front of the first exponential here is due to the fact that the
stationary point yst(O) = 0 is on the boundary of the interval (2.35). There is another
such stationary point yst(p/2) for />-even.

In the next section we will apply Eqs. (2.28) and (2.30) to formula (2.21).
Meanwhile we use Eq. (2.34) together with Eq. (2.19) in order to get an expression
for Z(L(p,-\),k) and check a factor of l/Vol(/f) in the 1-loop approximation
formula (2.14). In the large k limit for odd p

(2.37)

The first term in the square brackets is a contribution of the trivial connection,
while the remaining sum goes over nontrivial maps π\(L(p, — 1)) = Zp —> SU(2).
The SU(2) subgroup H commuting with the image of %\ is SU(2) and (/(I)
respectively.

According to [8], a square root of the Reidemeister torsion of the trivial con-
nection is p~3^2 and that of a nontrivial one is 4p~x sin2(2πw/'/?). Therefore if
Eq. (2.14) is correct, then

VolOSt/(2)) = 4λ/2π2, Vol(£/(1)) = 2Λ/2TU. (2.38)

The same value of Vol(SU(2)) is predicted by a large k limit of Z(S3,fc), which

is equal to V2πk~3^2. These values are what we expect since the group 51/(2) is

a 3-dimensional sphere and U(\) is its big circle. The radius is equal to y/2.
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3. A Large k Limit of the Invariants of 3-Fibered Seifert Manifolds

3.1. Stationary Phase Points. Let us try to apply the Poisson formula (2.28) to
the partition function (2.21) for the case of n = 3 in order to put it in the form
(2.3) or (2.4).

We start by giving an explicit expression for NauOί2A3 inside the fundamental
cube

0 < α 1 ? α 2 ? α 3 < K. (3.1)

According to its definition, Nχh0C2A3 = 1 iff αi -f α2 + 0C3 is odd and the following 4
inequalities are satisfied:

αi + α2 — α3 > 0 ,

- α2 + α3 > 0 ,

+ α2 + α3 > 0 ,

+ α2 -f α3 < 2K . (3.2)

Otherwise, J/Vαi,α2,α3 = 0. We can drop a restriction on the parity of αi -f α2 -f α3 if
we change the formula (2.21) into

Σ Σ j_ 2πί/(l-α1-α2-α3)

here NχιA2A3 is a modified Verlinde number, Nχhχ2A3 = 1 in the whole region
defined by the inequalities (3.2). This region is a tetrahedron within the fundamental
cube (3.1) (see Fig. 1). To simplify this picture we draw its section by a plane
α3 = const in Fig. 2 (region 1 + ).

Fig. 1. A fundamental tetrahedron.
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Fig. 2. A section of the fundamental tetrahedron and its Weyl reflections by a plane α3 =const.

At this stage we could use a discrete stationary phase approximation method
described in Appendix A of [8], in order to get the 1-loop approximation of Z. The
stationary phase points inside the tetrahedron would correspond to the irreducible flat
connections. The conditional stationary phase points on the faces of the tetrahedron
would correspond to the reducible flat connections.

We use a different approach close to the one in Subsect. 2.3 in order to get the
full \/k expansion of Z(X,k). We want to extend the sum in Eq. (3.3) from the
fundamental cube to the whole 3-dimensional space. We do this in two steps by

using the symmetries of the matrices M™ under the affine Weyl transformations.
These transformations include the ordinary Weyl reflections as well as the shifts by
the root lattice multiplied by K:

M ot+2K,β M (3.4)

The easiest way to see these symmetries is to use Eq. (2.17) and expressions (2.24)
for Sxβ and Γαβ.

The first of Eqs. (3.4) enables us to extend the sum over α, in Eq. (3.3) to a
bigger cube: Σo<αbα2,α3<κ -* lΣ-κ<*u*2,*3<κ i f w e e x t e n d ^ , α 2 , α 3

 a s a n a n t i ~
symmetric function inside that cube (see the regions 2_, 3 + and 4_ in Fig. 2). The
translational invariance of Maβ together with Eq. (2.30) brings us to another formula
for Z:

Z = lim
ε->0

,>( P1A1) Λ>( P2

Σ

V(/>3>03)Λ~r (3.5)

if we require A âi,a2,a3 to be a periodic function of its indices with the period of 2K
(see Fig. 3).

A Poisson formula (2.28) transforms the sum over α7 into an integral:

= Jdocιda2da3

e x P (3.6)
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Fig. 3. A section of the full array of tetrahedra by a plane a^ =const.

On the other hand,
JΓ/Γ

= MΛtβ+2Kqm > (3.7)

so the sum over mι and the exponential in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.6) can be absorbed
by extending the sum over n in Eq. (2.25) to all integer numbers. Finally

Zλ = ί 3 s ign(^203)exp | - -

(3.8)

(3.9)

Z2 = lim Σ μ.e~~

x exp (3.10)

We separated explicitly the phase factor Z\ in order to simplify our formulas.
The integral in Eq. (3.10) is gaussian, but the function ^Vαiα2α3 carves a rather

complicated region out of the 3-dimensional α-space. A slice of that region for
α3 = const is depicted in Fig. 3. Fortunately, this region can be represented as a
linear combination of positive strips (double wedges in 3-dimensional space)

αi - α3 + 2KI < oc2 < αi + α3 + 2KI, I G Z

and negative strips

α3 - αi + 2KI < α2 < - α 3 - αi + 2KI, I G Z . •

(3.11)

(3.12)

Each strip (double wedge) is in turn a difference between two half-planes (half-
spaces). Overall we have a superposition of half-spaces

3

0, = - l , v2jv3 = (3.13)
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These half-spaces are related to the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution of affine
modules. We will use this relation in Subsect. 5.1.

A sign of the contribution coming from a half-space (3.13) is determined by
the product V2V3. Therefore we can change /iVαiα2α3 in Eq. (3.10) for

Σ Σ viv2v3 / . (3.14)
/ Z ± 1

The stationary points of the phase in Eq. (3.10) are

α(st) _ 2K-, here «z = Πt + qiλ . (3.15)
Pi

There are also conditional stationary points on the boundary planes

3

Σvi α, + 2 £ / = 0 . (3.16)

They are
? K
— v 7 ( ^ - ^ c 0 ) , (3.17)
Pi

here

Σ

3 g.

H = PΣ— = p\p2q3 + PxqiPz +q\P2P3 - (3.18)
P7=1 Pi

\H\ is the order of homology group of the Seifert manifold X ( £ l , £ l , ^ i ) . The

points (3.17) form a 2-dimensional lattice on the plane (3.16). Note that α are
not changed under a simultaneous shift

Hi-^rii + qjm, m e Z . (3.19)

Consider now an integral from Eq. (3.10) with a substitution (3.14):

doci in

+ Si(2Kn, + μ,)2] . (3.20)

We dropped a regularization factor exp(—πεΣ/=iα?)' w m l e keeping in mind that it
will suppress a contribution of the stationary points (3.15) and (3.17) by its value
at those points. If a point (3.15) does not belong to the half-space of (3.20), then
the integral is equal to a contribution of the conditional point (3.17). If, however,
a point (3.15) is within the half-space, then we use an obvious relation

/ = / - / (3-21)

The first integral in the r.h.s. of this equation is purely gaussian, it is determined
by the point (3.15). The second integral is again determined by a conditional point
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(3.17). We will calculate both integrals in the next subsection. Here we just note
that as it follows from Eq. (3.21), a contribution of a point (3.15) to the integral
(3.20) is either zero or a quantity which does not depend on the half-space to which
it belongs. Therefore if a point (3.15) belongs to an array of tetrahedra whose slice
is depicted in Fig. 3, then its contribution to the whole expression (3.10) is equal
to the first integral in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.21). If the point does not belong to the
array, then its contribution is zero.

The overall picture is this: we have two lattices (3.15) and (3.17). Z2 is equal
to the sum of the contributions of the points of these lattices. The lattices and
the contributions of their points exhibit the same symmetry under the affine Weyl
group transformations, as the summand of Eq. (3.5). Therefore by using the inverse
Eq. (2.30) in exactly the same way as we did in deriving Eq. (2.36), we drop the
factor (2^ε1 / 2)3/8 from the integral in Eq. (3.10). At the same time we restrict
the sum over π/ to those stationary points (3.15) which belong to the fundamental
tetrahedron (3.2) and to those conditional stationary points (3.17) which lie on its
faces.

In other words,

y(γ L\ V̂  V̂  y(n\,n2,n3;λ) sr~\ ry{n\,π2,n3)
z.yΛ^K) — ι_^ 2^ι ^st "T" 2Lι ^ c s t •>

y(nun2,n3;λ) _ Jφfr y 7{nx,n2,n3;X) y{n\,n2,n3) _ iφfr y y{n\,π2,n3)

Here St is the set of all triplets of integer numbers (nun2,n^) such that the points
α[st) of Eq. (3.15
gaussian integral

of Eq. (3.15) belong to the fundamental tetrahedron, z^'"2'"3 is equal to the

in

(3.23)

The set Cst consists of all the triplets of integer numbers (n\,ri2,n^) such that

the points α| c s t ) of Eq. (3.17) belong to the faces of the fundamental tetrahedron.

^2csf2"3) *s m e contribution of the stationary point α[c s t ) to the sum of integrals

x [Pioξ - 2a/(2£(/!/ + qxλ + qxm)
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here /r (cst), denotes a contribution of the conditional stationary phase point αz = α[c s t )

to the integral. We take the sum over m because of the invariance of α under
the transformation (3.19).

The stationary points that belong to the intersection of the planes (3.16) require
special care. Their contribution to the integral over the region carved by iVαiα2α3 is
proportional to the number of planes to which they belong. However the reduction
to the fundamental tetrahedron should also account for the fact that these points are
invariant under the action of a subgroup W of the affine Weyl group. Therefore
the total contribution of such points is equal to their contribution to the integral
(3.10) times a factor

# of planes

# of elements in W ' K ' }

This factor is similar to the factor 1/2 in Eq. (2.36). It is equal to | = 1 for the
points on the edges of the tetrahedron and to | = \ for the points on the vertices
of the tetrahedron.

We can "unfold" the surface of the tetrahedron and require the points (3.17)
to belong to the intersection of the plane ot\ + α2 + 0(3 = 0 with the cube —2K <
oc\ < 0, — 2K < 0L2 < 0, 0 < 0C3 < IK. This intersection is an equilateral triangle
(see Fig. 4) consisting of 4 smaller triangles that can be mapped by Weyl reflections
onto the faces of the fundamental tetrahedron.

There is yet another way to view the fundamental set of conditional stationary
phase points. As we have noted, the triplets nx related by transformation (3.19)
define the same point through Eqs. (3.17). A transformation

Πi —• rii + mpi, rij -» rij — mpj, z'Φy (3.26)

does not change c0 and shifts α[c s t ) by 2Km and αj c s t ) by -2Km, thus leaving them
within the same equivalence class of affine Weyl transformations. We can describe
a fundamental region of the conditional stationary phase points as a factor of a
lattice of all integer triplets Πi over a lattice generated by three vectors

i?i =(01,02,03), v2=(pu-p2,0), V3=(Q,p2,-p3) (3.27)

The number of triplets «z inside that factor is equal to the volume of a parallelepiped
formed by the vectors V(

# of conditional points = P\
0

02

-Pi

Pi

03

0
-p

= \H\. (3.28)

We should be interested only in approximately half of the triplets, because the
volume of the prism built upon a triangle of Fig. 4 is twice as small as that of the
parallelopiped which is built upon the whole parallelogram. Thus the number of the
conditional stationary phase points within the fundamental domain is approximately
equal to half the rank of the homology group. This result is not surprising since
we intend to identify the conditional stationary phase points with reducible SU(2)
flat connections. The number of these connections is also approximately equal to
\H\/2.
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-IK

Fig. 4. A fundamental triangle for reducible connections.

3.2. The Integrals

Stationary Phase Points. We start with the simplest case of a contribution of the
point (3.15) which is inside the fundamental tetrahedron (3.2) to the integral (3.23).
As we saw in the previous subsection, it is equal to the gaussian integral taken over
the whole α-space:

i=l μt=±\ -oo

exp
iπ iθξ - 2ccι(2Knι + μ, ) + Si{2Knt

= Z3-e2πiλU—^=2ism2π ( — nt + Siλ J exp2πiK —h] - q^y
2 , =i VIPII \Pt ) \-Pi

(3.29)

Here Z3 is a factor that will be present in all the subsequent expressions for the
contributions to Z^.

(3.30)

Conditional Stationary Phase Points. Consider now a contribution of the points

(cst) 2K

which belong to the plane
+ α2 + α3 = 0 .

(3.31)

(3.32)
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The integral (3.24) can be extended to the whole α-space if we add an extra factor

+00 +00

θ(—oc\ — 0L2 — 0(3) = f dx f dcQxp [2πίc(oί\ -f- 0C2 + 0C3
0 —00

(3.33)

to its integrand. As a result, the full contribution of the point α[ to Z^^2 is

1 -f oo -f-co
= ί Σ^ π i / Σ Jdxjdce2^

X - U ' 2 [0]

* J

ιπ Πi + qt(X + m - c)) + μt)

= Z\
e-

!-fsign(H/P)
exp 2πiK J^—nj H cl

\ n- P

=ι Pi r

Aίl,2,3=±l U'=l

here

= J dx exp
0

[0]

2πΐx(c0 + m + λ) zπ

(3.34)

(3.35)

We calculate the integral (3.35) in the spirit of remarks preceding Eq. (3.21). If
^ ( c 0 + m + λ) < 0, then the stationary point of the phase in Eq. (3.35) lies outside
the integration region, and the dominant contribution comes from the boundary point
JC = 0:

I f in P

j=oJ-

°
Jdx
0

3 u \ 2 j

Σ-)
i=\Pi

Γoo / 3 u

x jdx exp 2πix(c0 + m + λ + ε) -\-2πiεJ2~
=\Pi

(3.36)
ε=0

If however ^( -A) > 0, then we use a relation similar to Eq. (3.21):

oo +oo 0

Jdx= J dx- J dx.
0

(3.37)
—00 —00

The integral f_™ dx is fully determined by the stationary phase point and therefore

has been accounted for in Eq. (3.29). The integral —J^^dx is dominated by the
boundary point x = 0 and leads to the same expression (3.36). Thus Eq. (3.36) is
valid if c0 -hm-f/lφθ.
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A Poisson formula (2.28) allows us to convert a sum over m back into a "dis-
cretization" of the integral over x:

rnGZ

2/sin2π(c0 + ε)
(3.38)

By substituting this expression into Eq. (3.34) and taking a sum over μz we get the
final expression for the contribution of the stationary point (3.31) to Z2:

cxp2πiK Σ—«? + —

oo 1
d(2j)

c

i 2isin

2/sin2πc
(3.39)

c=c0

A Stationary Phase Point on the Boundary. A stationary phase point (3.15)
presents a special case when it belongs to the boundary of one of the planes (3.13).
Suppose, that α satisfy conditions (3.32). Comparing Eqs. (3.15) and (3.31), we
see that this may happen if

co 4- λ = 0 . (3.40)

or, in other words, Co = 0, — ^.
We can proceed with the same analysis as for an ordinary conditional station-

ary phase point up to Eq. (3.36). The integral 1(0) requires a separate calculation.
According to Eq. (3.35),

7(0) = Jdx exp
o

The remaining part of Eq. (3.38) is equal to

j=bβ

P"\J

J e ε
( i
\̂  2i sin 2πε

i y
4π/ε J

(3.42)
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Adding 7(0) with an extra factor ^e2mc° to this expression and substituting it into
Eq. (3.34) brings us to the formula

H

/2K\H\

x < e \\2ίsin ί 2 π - ^ co

s i n

2i sin (2πε) 4π/£
(3.43)

Trivial Connection. In the case of n\ = n2 = n^ = CQ — 0 the formula (3.43) re-
quires an extra 1/2 factor coming from the ratio (3.25). After some simplifications
it becomes

~—z'4signi

J2.cst ~" ^ 3 %K\H\ β,β \2iKH)

2isϊn -̂1
2i sin ε

• (3.44)

ε=0

3.3. Framing Corrections. Finally we have to simplify the product of the phase
factors e^ZχZ^ which appeared at different stages of our calculations in the con-
tributions of all stationary points. We start with Eq. (2.22). According to [9],

Έaf ~ 3 Σ sign (af\ -
= 1 7—1 ^ '

Also note that

φ(MiPi>qι)) - 3sign(piqi) =

The central charge of the SU{2) WZW model is

3(K - 2)

K

Therefore the full framing correction is

eiΦir = e x p
ιπ

4" ι,eJ
> J^ ;) - 3sign(/7/^ )) + 3sign ( —

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)
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and the product of all three phase factors is

3

We used the following property of the Dedekind sum in order to derive this formula:

s(m\n) = s(m,n\ if mm* = l(mod ή). (3.50)

Equation (3.49) together with Eqs. (3.30), (3.39), (3.43) and (3.44) leads to the final
formulas (1.3)-(1.8).

4. One-Loop Approximation Formulas

4.1. Irreducible Flat Connections. Irreducible flat connections on a Seifert manifold
X(|j-,...,|k) are the ones for which the subgroup H commuting with the image
of the homomorphism (2.2) does not have continuous parameters. In the case of
G = SU(2) this simply means that the image of (2.2) is noncommutative.

The fundamental group %\ of the Seifert manifold is known to be generated by
the elements x\,...,xn,h satisfying relations

xfιhqi = 1, hxi = xth, f\xi = 1 . (4.1)

The elements Xj go around the solid tori that make up the manifold, while h goes
along the Sι cycle of the "mother-manifold" Sι x *S2 (see [15 and 8] for details).

Suppose that the image of h does not belong to the center of SU(2). Since
h commutes with all the elements of πi, then the whole image of π\ belongs to
U(\) C SU(2). Therefore H D U(l), so this is a reducible case. An irreducible
connection is produced only if the image of h belongs to the center of SU(2):

e2πιλ 0 \ on 1

 ίΛΊΛ

The images of the elements xz belong to the conjugation classes of diagonal matrices
whose phases we denote as wz:

The first of relations (4.1) determines the possible values of these phases:

ut = ^ , (4.4)
Pi

here the numbers «/ are defined in Eq. (3.15). The phases Uj determine the map
(2.2) uniquely up to an overall conjugation if the number of the solid tori is n = 3.
If n > 3, then each particular choice of the phases w/ corresponds to a connected
component of the 2(n — 3) dimensional moduli space of these maps, which is a
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moduli space of flat connections on a Seifert manifold. Such a connected component
is isomorphic to the space of flat connections on an ft-holed sphere if the holonomies
around the holes are fixed by Eq. (4.3). We will discuss this subject further in
Subsect. 5.2. Here we specialize to the case n — 3 and present the expressions
for the manifold invariants entering Eq. (2.14). A Chern-Simons invariant of an
irreducible flat connection on a Seifert manifold was computed in [17]:

Scs = Σ - f o « ? ~ lλni ~ <^ 2 ) = Σ (—n] ~ qiSiλ2] (mod 1). (4.5)
i=\ Pi i=l\Pi )

According to [16], a square root of the corresponding Reidemeister torsion is

τx = ΓT \sin(2πφι)\, (4.6)
ι=\\f¥i

here

φx = — = —hi -f sxλ (mod 1) (4.7)
Pi Pi

are the phases of the conjugation classes of the holonomies along the central fibers
of the solid tori that make up the Seifert manifold.

The spectral flow was calculated in [15]:

cot g ) sin2 [™(nn,-λ)

L. Jeffrey presented in her paper [9] a proof by D. Zagier of an equation

. . / . 2πrn . 2πn\ in
(-/)sign sin sm = exp—P ) 2

Sm2 2P-1 πl πql . 22πnl
/> c o t — c o t — s m

P P ι=i P P P

. (4.8)

, (4-9)

here n, p,q,r G Z, qr = - 1 (mod p). A slight modification of that proof shows that
Eq. (4.9) works also for a half-integer n if we multiply its l.h.s. by an extra factor
of e2πιn. Then an application of Eq. (4.9) with a substitution

q = ri9 r = qu n = r^ 7 - λ (4.10)

to the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.8) leads to a formula for the exponential of the spectral flow:

exp ( ——IA ) = —Y\e2m/ύgn ( sin ι-ύn2πφι

\ 2 / i=i V Pi
3

= -e 2 π / / Πsign (sin 2πφι); (4.11)
i=l

here we used the fact that 0 < |- < \ because 0 < αft} < K. Apparently the role
of the factor {—i)ΪΛ is to remove the absolute value from the sines in the square
root of the Reidemeister torsion (4.6). A similar effect was observed for lens spaces
in [9].

For an irreducible connection on a 3-fibered Seifert manifold X(γ-, ~, f 1 ),

dim H° = dim Hι = bι = 0 and dim SU{2) = 3 while H is a center of SU(2)
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which consists of 2 elements, Vol(//) = 2. Therefore according to Eq. (2.14), the
1-loop contribution of an irreducible flat connection should be equal to

exp 2πiK \—n2 - qιsιλ
2) . (4.12)

If we compare this expression to Eq. (1.3), then we see that5 the exact contribution
differs from Eq. (4.12) only by a phase factor

gexp - ^ [3sign 0 Q + g (\2s{q,,Pi) - | ) ] . (4.13)

It comes from the overall phase factor Z1Z3Z/ and can be interpreted as a 2-loop
correction according to Eq. (2.4). Note that this factor is the same for all the sta-
tionary phase contributions. It does not "feel" the background gauge field and seems
to be of "gravitational" origin. A similar 2-loop phase factor has been found in [10
and 9] for the lens spaces L(p,q) to be equal to exp [j^\2s(q,p)]. S. Garoufalidis
noted in [10], that this phase is proportional to Casson's invariant extended by K.
Walker to rational homology spheres. According to [18], this invariant is equal to
s(q, p) for the lens space L(p,q). C. Lescop computed the Casson-Walker invariant
for w-fibered Seifert manifolds in [19]:

, , , > - | ) ] . (414)

We see that the phase of (4.13) is indeed proportional to the second term in the
r.h.s. of Eq. (4.14), however the first term (which is dominating in the limit of
large pt) is missing. We will see that the missing part appears in the total 2-loop
correction to the trivial connection, which includes some terms of the asymptotic
series together with the phase (4.13).

4.2. General Reducible Flat Connections. As we noted in the previous subsection,
the image of π\ under the homomorphism (2.2) belongs to the U(\) subgroup of
SU(2) for the reducible flat connections. This generally happens when the image
of h does not belong to the center of SU(2):

e2πic0 o \ j

1 c 0 φ 0 , - . (4.15)
A p ZTCICQ I 2

Since h commutes with all JCZ , their images should also be diagonal. The first of
Eqs. (4.1) again determines the phases:

e2πiUι 0 \ ni-qιc0

n -2πiu I » ui = ? (4-16)
0 e ιπιUι ) A

In assumption of p\, p2,pz,H > 0.
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while Co is determined by the second equation in (3.31). The phases of the
holonomies going along the fibers of the solid tori are

Φ, = ^ - ^ (4.17)
Pi

A Chern-Simons action and a square root of the Reidemeister torsion are known
to be6

i=\Pi 2sin(2πc0)

Reducibility of connection means that this time dim//0 = 1, H = £/(l),Vol(//) =

All these formulas are compatible with the leading term in the l/k
expansion of the conditional stationary phase contribution (1.6) at least up to
a phase factor. Indeed, we see that the 1-loop part of Eq. (1.6) (assuming that
PuP2,P3,H > 0) is equal to

ί2KH 2sin(2πc0)
Σ ^ ^ l (4.19)

j=\ Pi \

4.3. Special Reducible Connections. The special reducible flat connections are those
for which one or more sines in Eq. (4.18) are equal to zero. This amounts to a
condition that a stationary phase point α ( s t ) defined by Eq. (3.15) belongs to a face,
an edge or a vertex of the fundamental tetrahedron (3.2).

Point on a Face. Suppose that a condition (3.40) is satisfied for some value of
λ. This means that the element h G n\ is mapped, according to Eq. (4.15), to

e2πiλ ( Π λ ), so that the conditional stationary phase point on a face of the tetra-
0 1

hedron is, in fact, unconditional. The approximation (4.19) breaks down, the reason
being that Eq. (1.7) should be used instead of Eq. (1.6). Then the leading contribu-
tion to a partition function is equal to one-half of Eq. (4.12):

2 π fH^+sλ e x p 2πiK (—n] - q^λΛ . (4.20)

Let us reconcile this expression with Eq. (2.14). The fact that a denominator of
Eq. (4.18) is zero for CQ = 0, ^ indicates a presence of 1-form zero modes in the
operator Z_. Indeed, the first two conditions (4.1) fix the images of xz in SU(2)
only up to arbitrary conjugations because the image of h again belongs to the center
of SU(2). The last condition (4.1) says that the points x\,X2X\ and ^ J ^ XI = 1 form
a "curved" triangle inside SU(2). The size of the sides of this triangle is fixed by
the first condition (4.1), but their orientation is constrained only by a condition
that the triangle is closed. Such a triangle is a rigid object and can be rotated into

6 See e.g. [13], where these quantities were calculated by using a £/(l | l ) Chern-Simons-Witten

theory.
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a predetermined position by an overall conjugation. This is why the irreducible
connections on a 3-fibered Seifert manifold have no moduli.

The rigidity of the triangle is considerably decreased if all three of its vertices
belong to the same big circle (see Fig. 4), i.e. if the images of all xz belong to
the same U(l) subgroup of SU(2), as it happens for a stationary phase point on
a face. In this case, say, a middle vertex can be infinitesimally shifted in the
plane perpendicular to the line of the triangle, with the sizes of the sides of the
triangle changing only to the second order in the shift. Thus the operator L_
has two zero modes, dim//1 = 2, however there are still no moduli, because an
obstruction prevents an extension of those modes to a 1-parameter family of flat
connections.

The two zero modes form a 2-dimensional representation of U(l) which is a
symmetry group of the reducible flat connections. This means that the modes are
gauge equivalent. However a procedure of dropping the zero modes of A and L_
from the determinants of Eq. (2.5) amounts to neglecting the global ί/(l) gauge
transformations (see the Appendix). The integration in path integral (1.2) includes
the directions along both zero modes. The exponent corresponding to these directions
has no quadratic terms, the cubic terms are prohibited by the U(l) symmetry.
Therefore the dominating term in the exponent is generally of the fourth order
in coordinates along the zero modes. Each direction contributes an integral (2.12)
which results in the formula (2.13) for the factor C\. Since in our case dim//0 = 1,
dim//1 = 2, άimX = 0 we see that Eq. (2.14) predicts an overall power of K to
be equal to zero in agreement with the surgery asymptotics (4.20).

1/(1)

X3X2 X\ = 1

zero
mode

x2 x\

adjoint
U{\) action

, zero
mode

Fig. 5. The zero modes of deformations of a degenerate triangle.
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Point on an Edge. Suppose that in addition to the previous conditions, one of the
phases φt is equal to zero or \. This means that α s t ) equals either 0 to K, so that
a stationary phase point belongs to an edge of the tetrahedron (3.2).

Let, for example, φ\ = oq = u\ — 0. Then the image of xi in SU{2) is the
identity matrix. The triangle xj,X2X 15X3X2*1 = 1 is even more degenerate, because
its first side has shrunk. The rigidity of the construction is restored, the zero modes
of L_ disappeared, dim//1 = 0. Since dim//0 = 1, then according to Eq. (2.14) we
expect a contribution to be proportional to k~χl2. Indeed, the approximation (4.20)
breaks down and the first subleading term in Eq. (1.7) contributes

e2πiλ 1 / 3 \ / 3 r . H \

i . — Π2sin(2π^) exp 2πiK Σ—n2 + —λ2 . (4.21)
V2KHpιVΛ J VέΐA P J

This expression is very similar to Eq. (4.19). We easily recognize the same con-
struction blocks assuming that now

y/H P\

3

Π2sin(2π0I )
1=2

(4.22)

Point on a Vertex. This is the case when the image of πi is a subgroup of the
center of SU(2), that is, Co,φ\,φ2,φ3 = 0, ^. Let us take a particular case of a
trivial connection, for which c$ = φ\ = φι — φi = 0. The Chern-Simons invariant
is zero, the square root of the Reidemeister torsion is known to be (see, e.g. [8])

τf=H-*ψί

=H-W. (4.23)

The group H is the whole SU(2), its volume in the proper normalization is \/{y/2π)
(see Eq. (2.38)). We also know that dim//0 = 3, dim//1 = 0. As for the phase
factor in Eq. (2.14), it is shown in [8] that for the trivial connection

exp - ~[2/ α + 3(1 + bι) + dim//0 + dim//1] = 1 . (4.24)

Therefore, according to Eq. (2.14), the 1-loop contribution of the trivial connection
should be

Z - V2π(KHy3/2 . (4.25)

We get the same expression from the surgery calculus if we take the term with
j = 1 in Eq. (1.8).

2-Loop Correction. Let us use Eq. (1.8) to calculate the next subleading cor-
rection to the formula (4.25 )7. In other words, we are looking for a 2-loop
term S2 as defined by Eq. (2.4) (note, however, that we are using now K —
k + 2 instead of k as an expansion parameter). One obvious source of £2 is the
2-loop phase —i\φ (see Eqs. (1.5) or (4.13)). The other source is the j = 2 term in

7 I am indebted to D. Freed for turning my attention to the 2-loop correction. I learned later
that a similar calculation was performed by J.E. Anderson.
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the asymptotic series of (1.8). Actually, we have to take a logarithm of that series
to bring it to the form (2.4). At the 2-loop level of approximation this amounts to
dividing the j — 2 term by the leading j = \ term. Since

m
2i sin ε

ε=0

16 ΓΛ
(4-26)

then the whole 2-loop correction S2 is

= βπλcw , (4.27)

here λcw is a Casson-Walker invariant (see Eq. (4.14)).

4.4. Identification of Flat Connections. Throughout this section we identified the flat
connections of the Seifert manifold with the stationary points α[s t ) and α| c s t ) of the
surgery formula (2.21) by comparing the already known Chern-Simons invariants
(as well as the Reidemeister torsion and spectral flow) with the leading (in K~ι

expansion) part of the stationary phase contributions with the help of Eq. (2.14).
However there is a more direct method of identifying a stationary point of the
surgery formula with a flat connection of a manifold. Consider the Witten's invariant
of the 3-fibered Seifert manifold equipped with the Wilson line going around the
zth fiber (i.e., equivalent to the element jc, G π\(X)) and carrying the y-dimensional
representation of SU(2). According to [1], the surgery formula for this invariant
is

7 (X (Pλ P l PΛ A-P^K V V 1.2π/;.(l-α1-α2-α3)
\ \01 a2 q3 / J 0<α1,α2,α3<^;= 0 ?I^

x "—T^Λ^αfi'*1 M?\q2 Mf\m Na a α . (4.28)
sm V- 1 2 3

p p
point αz or a conditional stationary point αz ) will acquire an extra factor

As a result, a contribution of a particular special point α* (i.e., either a stationary

it a(;s

πα*y\
sin ψ

VΛ/ (4.29)
sin ^ J

up to the corrections of the higher order in K~ι. On the other hand, according to the
quantum field theory loop expansion, the 1-loop contribution (2.14) of a particular
flat connection A*μ acquires an extra factor

TrτPexp ifA dx* = ^ ψ ^ , (4.30)
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here we used Eq. (4.3) for the holonomy along x; as well as the Weyl character
formula to calculate the trace. Comparing Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30) we conclude that
for the flat connection corresponding to the special point α*,

This relation is compatible with Eqs. (3.15), (4.4) and (3.17), (4.16).

From the physical point of view, we "measure" the observable
TryPexp(/J^. Aμdxμ) for the contour X( and compare it to its classical value. By
performing this procedure for various contours we may reconstruct the holonomies
of the flat connection corresponding to a particular special point of the surgery
formula.

5. A Large k Limit of the Invariants of General Seifert Manifolds

5.1. A Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand Resolution and Verlinde Numbers. A calcula-
tion of Witten's invariant for a general Seifert manifold can proceed along the
same lines as that for the 3-fibered one, described in Sect. 3. We will try again
to convert the sums in Eq. (2.21) into the integrals over the ^-dimensional half-
spaces. We need a representation for Verlinde numbers iVαi}...>α/f similar to that of
Subsect. 3.1. We will do this with the help of the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolu-
tion, which presents a representation space of a Lie group G as a cohomology
over a complex of certain vector spaces (see e.g. a review [20] and references
therein).

We introduce the following notation. A with various subscripts will denote the
sets of weights of G coming with multiplicities. In other words, the elements of A
are pairs (v,m), where v is a weight and m G Z is its multiplicity. The weights
form an abelian group. Consider its group algebra s/ with the coefficients in
Z. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets A and the elements
of si:

Δ<—*Σmυ. (5.1)
(v,m)eΔ

We define the sums and products of the sets A which parallel the operations in
si. The sum A\ + A2 consists of weights belonging to either of the sets A\,A2

and coming with the multiplicities which are sums of their multiplicities in A \ and
ZI2. To build a product A\ o A2 we take all the pairs of weights v\ G Δ\, v2 G Δ2.
Their sums v\ + v2 appear in the product A\ o Δ2 with multiplicities m\m2. If the
same weight v appears more than once as a sum v\ -f v2, then we add all its
multiplicities in order to account for the similar terms. A sum ΣΌZΔ F(v) is a
shorthand for Σ(vm)eΔmF(υ\ in the same way a product Y[veΛF(v) is equivalent

to IW^W
Consider a representation space VΛ of a Lie group G with the shifted highest

weight A (we recall that a highest weight of VΛ is A — p, p = \ Σ;teA+ h, Δ+ is
the set of positive roots of G). A Weyl formula for the character of VΛ as a function
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of the element x of a Cartan subalgebra, is a ratio

Here zi^ is the set of weights of VΛ, W is a Weyl group and |w| is a number of
elementary Weyl reflections (mod 2) whose product is equal to w.

An individual term in the formula (5.2) can be presented as a sum

J[w(Λ)-p] x

( - 1 ) H ϊ = τ _.;. = ( - i ) H Σ eiv'x> ( 5 3 )

here ΔΛ is the set of all the weights of the form

υ = Λ-p-Σmλl9 rii^O (5.4)

with multiplicity 1 (in fact, many weights may ultimately have a bigger multiplicity,
because generally the positive roots λi are not linearly independent). It follows from
Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3) that

The infinite dimensional modules of the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution con-
sist of vectors with the weights and multiplicities of Δw^Λy

The "classical" Verlinde numbers appear in the decomposition of the tensor
product

VΛί ® VΛ2 = Σ > ^ 2 VAl . (5.6)

A product of characters decomposes as

XA{(X)XA2(X) = Σ XΛ3(X), (5.7)

here ΔA1,Λ2 ^S m e s e t °f shifted highest weights of all representations appearing
in the decomposition (5.6) and coming with the multiplicities NΛ

 3

Λ . Note that we
raised a third index of Verlinde numbers. The indices are raised and lowered by
the metric NΛ1Λ2 which is equal to 1 if VAX and VA2 are conjugate representations,
and is zero otherwise. For G = 51/(2) there is no distinction between the upper and
lower indices since JVαiα2 = <5αiα2

If we use the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2) for χΛχ and XA3, and the middle expression of
Eq. (5.2) for XA2, then we see that

Let us denote by Δψ{Λ) m ^ set containing all the weights w(Λ), w G W with mul-
tiplicities (—1)'WL Then it is easy to translate Eq. (5.8) into a statement about
sets:

dA2 = Σ ^W(Λ3) (5.9)
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Finally applying Eq. (5.5) to ΔΛl we get

E(-i)H^(^°^2 )= Σ

or equivalently,

Σ (-i) k l l + l^ l<U,H^ 2)= Σ

It is easy to generalize this relation to a tensor product of n — 1 vector
spaces:

here AA1,...,AN_1 is the s e t of weights Λn taken with multiplicities N^n

 Λ , while

A ̂  contains all the weights

υ = A-np- Σ Σ nhlλu nhJ ^ 0 (5.13)
/ /—I

coming with multiplicities 1 (before the counting of similar terms). There

are ( , _ i ) w a v s i n which a number m can be represented as a sum of

n non-negative numbers. Therefore we can say that Δ^ consists of the
weights

v = Λ-nρ-^2nιλι, (5.14)
i

coming with multiplicities Y[Λ , Λ

We need an analog of Eq. (5.12) for the case of affine Lie algebra (or a quantum
group Gq). The affine Weyl group W is a semidirect product of W and an abelian
group T of translations by the elements of the root lattice multiplied by K. We
can not simply substitute W for W in Eq. (5.12), because the previous reasoning
does not quite apply to the case of affine algebras (e.g. Eq. (5.7) is no longer valid).
Still it turns out that a simple modification of Eq. (5.12) makes it work for affine
algebras or quantum groups:

y^ y^ (_i)kil+ +K-Γ

= Σ ΔW(Λn)> ( 5 1 5 )
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here Δψ^ is the set of weights w(Λ), w e W c o m i n g wi th multipl icit ies (— l ) l w ' , |w |

counts only the number of reflections8.
The l.h.s. of Eq. (5.15) consists of all the weights

iλι, nhmteZ9 nx ^ 0 (5.17)
i=\ i i

coming with multiplicities

Σ l l ( / ; 3 ) (5-18)

For a given set of numbers mi and Weyl reflections wi? these vectors form a half-
space similar to that of Eq. (3.13). The r.h.s. of Eq. (5.15) consists of the highest
weights Λn of integrable representations of an affine Lie algebra coming with multi-
plicities N^n

 Λ _ together with all their images w(Λn), w e W, whose multiplicities

have an extra factor (—1)IWL In other words, the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.15) consists of all

the weights An coming with the multiplicities N^n

 Λ which are Verlinde numbers

N^n

 Λ extended to all the weights of G by the affine Weyl group: the extended

numbers N^" Λ are invariant under the shifts of T and they are antisymmetric

under the Weyl reflections. Since the matrices M of Eq. (2.21) exhibit the same
properties under the action of W, we can use the extended Verlinde numbers as
defined by Eqs. (5.15)-(5.18) in order to extend the sums in Eq. (2.21) from the
integrable highest weights to the whole weight lattice of G and to transform it into
a sum over the "half-spaces" (5.17), (5.18).

The Case of SU(2). Let us study specifically the case of G = SU(2). We recall
that the variables α play the role of shifted highest weights, p — 1 and the only
positive root is equal to 2. Thus according to Eq. (5.15), we can drop Verlinde

8 The same equation can be derived directly from Verlinde's formula

n

Λ,..Λn = L, I HSΛΛ,
1 = 1

(A being the set of integrable highest weights), by expanding its denominator in a geometric series
similar to that of Eq. (5.3) and performing a Poisson resummation on A. In fact, A plays a role
very similar to c in Eq. (5.27).

A generalised Verlinde's formula

Λ\,...,Λn Z—/ \ L1 ΛΛi I I pΛ v y

for the number of conformal blocks on a g-handled Riemann surface Σg with n primary fields irAι,
allows us to generalize the results of our calculations to the case of a Seifert manifold constructed
by a surgery on circles in S1 x Σg. Equation (5.16) suggests that the presence of handles can be
accounted for by a simple substitution n -» n + 2g in Eqs. (5.17)—(5.20) and (5.24). Thus only
a multiplicity factor Nn(x) is affected (it is substituted by Nn+2g), while other quantities, such
as Chern-Simons action of flat connections, remain unchanged, so that Eq. (4.5) is still valid in
agreement with [17]. We hope to discuss this subject further in a forthcoming paper.
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numbers Naι αw from Eq. (2.21) if we take the sum there over all the ̂ -dimensional
vectors (αi,...,α r t) satisfying an equation

Σ v,α, =(n-2) + 2m + 2KI (5.19)

and coming with multiplicities

ί 1~~ 3 i ) Π v, (5.20)
y m -h n — 3 J y 1 v 7

Here
vi,...,vπ_i = ± 1 , vn = - l , m,leZ, m ^ 0. (5.21)

The multiplicity appears as a new factor in Eq. (2.21) taking the place of Verlinde
numbers.

We can make a substitution

m=l-(x-n + 2), (5.22)

so that Eq. (5.19) transforms into

±viai=x + 2Kl (5.23)

and the multiplicity factor is

W = - J : ' V ' » , Π (*-»•)• (5-24)

The substitution (5.22) requires that x — n is even and x ^ n — 2. In fact we may
demand only that x ^ 0, because the fixed parity together with the last factor of
Eq. (5.24) eliminates all possible extra values of x.

5.2. A Contribution of Irreducible Flat Connections. The Witten's invariant of an
«-fibered Seifert manifold is equal to a sum

Σ Σ Z, . . . ,^,-. ; , , (5.25)Σ
v I = ± l

Σ Σ (5-26)

here βZ(^fr is a framing correction given by Eq. (3.48) with a substitution Σί=ι — y

Similarly to Subsect. 3.1 we turn a sum over αz into an integral by extending
the sum over n in Eq. (2.25) to all integer numbers. We take care of a condition
(5.23) by adding a factor

+oo / 3 \

/ dcexp2πic [x + 2Kl- ΣVM ( 5 2 7 )
-oo V /=1 /
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to Eq. (5.26). Another familiar factor

- 2^ Qxplπiλ ϊ^cίi+n
/ = 0 ' 2

(5.28)

guarantees together with the factor (5.27) that x - n is even. Finally since the factor
(5.27) makes x an integer, we can take an integral over x rather than a sum:

+OOOO + O O

e2πιλnfdxNn(x) J dc exP2πiφ+ 2KI)
1

ft Σ Σ μ/f Λ t f ^

x exp ioζ + 2θLi(2K(ni + v ^ c) + μ, ) + ^(2^,- + μ, )2] (5.29)

We fix the numbers «/ in order to study a contribution of a particular point
(3.15). After integrating over αz and c, a partition function becomes a product of
two factors Z\ and Z^.

zst|v,,...,vw;/ - zi z2,st ' p . ^ υ ;

3sign +£ (5.31)

, ^

x Σ
μu...,μn=±l L/=

here

• j v « ; μ i ? . . , μ « ; / ) ,

oo

uΛ; /) = J ί/χ A^(x — Xo) ̂ χ P

[0]

xo = 2A/ - 2_^αί J

/π

exp2π/μz ( —«/ + 5/A
Pι J

(5.32)

, (5.33)

(5.34)

and we remind that α, are defined by Eq. (3.15). We made a change of variables
x —> x - xo in deriving Eq. (5.33).

The integral (5.33) is gaussian apart from a polynomial factor Nn(x — XQ). This
integral is similar to the integral (3.35) and should be treated in a similar way.
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Here we are concerned with a contribution of a stationary phase point x = 0, which
contributes to the integral (5.33) if xo < 0.

Consider a specific point af of Eq. (3.15). As we know from Subsect. 3.1, we
should limit our attention to the points belonging to the fundamental cube

0 g α| s t ) < K. (5.35)

We have to determine a set 5^ of arrays (vi,...,vΛ_i;/) for which a stationary

phase point α s t ) contributes to the integral (5.33). Then we should substitute a sum

(5.36)
& *=i

instead of Nn(x — XQ) in Eq. (5.33) and extend the integral over x to f_™ in order

to get a full contribution of the point α to the partition function (5.30).
Let 9> be the set of all arrays (vi,..., vπ_i /) for which

2KI - Σ>,α| s t ) ^ °> (5 3 7 )
i=\

then the sum (5.36) will contain infinitely many terms. However most of these terms
will cancel each other. Therefore we propose another procedure that will express
iVitot) as a finite sum. Suppose for simplicity that αi s t ) φ0. Consider a line in the
α-space

α i ( 0 = ftX/St), i=\,...,n-\; αΛ(0 = «irt) • (5.38)

Obviously, α,(l) = α s . Remember now that Nn is a Verlinde number. Therefore
JVίtot) = 0 for α/(0). This means that all the terms in Eq. (5.36) cancel each other
and we may drop them altogether. As / starts to grow, suppose that for some
value ί*,

2 ^ / - έ v ί α / ( ί * ) = 0. (5.39)

If for t > t* the l.h.s. of Eq. (5.39) is negative, then by passing t — U we gained a
contribution of the array (vi,...,vn_i;/) to Eq. (5.36) and the corresponding term
should be added there. If, however, for t > t* the l.h.s. of Eq. (5.39) is positive,
then we lost the contribution of the array (vi,...,vπ_i;/), and the corresponding
term should be subtracted. As a result,

(ΣvtΔ Nn (x + Σw™ - 2Kl) , (5.40)

here a set ^' consists of all arrays (vi,...,vn_i;/) such that for some t* G [0,1]
Eq. (5.39) is satisfied.
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Sim
and x:

Since α s t ) are proportional to K, the function A^(tot)(x) is a polynomial in K

= E CjKn-3~JxJ . (5.41)
7=0

A Verlinde number N (St> (St) = Λ^ (0) = Co is a number of the WZW conformal

blocks of n primary fields f^st) on a sphere9. This number to the leading power

in K is proportional to the volume of the moduli space of flat connections on a
sphere with n punctures, the holonomies around which are fixed by Eq. (4.3). This
moduli space coincides with a connected component of the moduli space of flat
connections on the Seifert manifold, for which the map (2.2) is determined by
Eq. (4.3). Therefore the coefficient Q is equal to the volume of that component of
the moduli space (calculated with the proper measure).

Let us substitute Eq. (5.41) into the integral (5.33) modified in order to get the

contribution of the stationary phase point α-st):

I = ZCjK"-3-' Jdx(x + ΣvA exp i^-fjΛ. (5.42)
y=0 -oo V i=l Pi) \2K H J

The dominant contribution comes from the term with j = 0. It is proportional to
3

(5.43)

so that the whole 1-loop partition function contribution coming from the point (3.15)
is (for puP2,P3,H > 0)

x ^ ^2 π α"Π exp2πiK i—n) - s,q,λΛ -^L sin2π ί—n, + Sjλ\ . (5.44)

Comparing this expression with Eq. (2.14) we note that dim//1 = 2(n — 3), hence
the factor Kn~3. Also an integral over the moduli space (which is included in the
sum over flat connections in Eq. (2.14)) produces its volume CQ.

In contrast to the results of Subsect. 4.1, the contribution of the irreducible flat
connection on an w-fibered Seifert manifold (n ^ 4) contains higher loop corrections
coming from the sum in Eq. (5.42). However the number of these corrections is
finite. The highest order correction is of the order of K°, so the number of loop
corrections is equal to half the dimension of the moduli space.

5.3. A Contribution of Reducible Flat Connections. A contribution of a conditional
stationary phase point (3.17) is easier to calculate than that of an unconditional one
oc^st\ because the former involves an integral only over one half-space (5.23), to
which boundary it belongs. We will use an expression for Z^"^ which is slightly

9 The numbers α[ s t ) are not necessarily integer, so in fact, we should take the closest integer

numbers. This does not change a conclusion that Co is the volume of the moduli space.
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different from that of Eq. (5.32) and is a generalization of Eq. (3.34). We express
the multiplicity factor Nn(x) of Eq. (5.24) as a derivative:

N»V> ~ (n- 3 ) ! Oa a
a=\

(5.45)

We also shift the integration range of x from xϊ>0tox^4 — n. The contribution
of the extra values of x is killed by the zeros of Nn(x) (recall that x is actually
an even integer). After a shift in the integration variable x —> x + n — 4 we get the
following expression for Zι (the other factor Z\ is defined by Eq. (5.31)):

(n\,...,nn)

li=\

in

" '2

+ 00

/«
— OO

2πiλn

Π

x exp

+oo

in

o y/2K\q,\

aj — 2vjtt.,(2Kni + 2Kq,{λ + m — c) + μ, )

V2/:|//|

x χ; I ϋft exp

exp2πiK \Σ,—rίf +-4

Pi
^ E ΣA«.Ί). (5.46)

here c0 is defined by Eq. (3.18), while

^2πico(«—4) oo

[0]
a=\

exp -2πix(co+m
iu P

- - -
2KH

g2π/co(n—4) oo J

(n-3)! S T I '

"=i lί+«-4) J

Σ

«-4) J ώ α f exp[-2π;χ(c0 + m + λ + c)] 1 (5.47)

r=0
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General Reducible Connection. A sum over m and λ converts an integral over x in
Eq. (5.47) into a sum over even x:

i Σ
p2πιcQ(n-4)

oo 1 / p V
. (5.48)

Therefore the total contribution of a general reducible connection is

7(nh...,nn) _

2AΓI//Γ -ihn(f)+S(12^"^-^-
H

[2/sin(2πc)]m-2
(5.49)

Special Reducible Connection. If Co + ^o + ô — 0 for some values λo = 0,^, mo
Z, then a calculation of 7(mo,^o) has to be performed separately:

I(mo,λo)

in I

(n-iy ί

2πic0n I oo

1

α=lJ exp

\dx

,=i Pi

a=\

( in P

p2πicQn I oo

a=\
exp

j log <2 - 2π/ε
(5.50)

ε=0
α=l .
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A remaining part of the sum (5.48) is

oo 1

K λ ) 2 π m c ° Σ & i K )

317

1

2

x < e~

CQ Φ O

-Y
H)

1 p2πiε(n—4)

(2isin2πε)n-2 (n - 3)\ a
d(n-3)_

α=lJ

, (5.51)

so that the whole expression for the contribution of a special reducible connection is

^cst
<2K\H\

H

ΞΊ Pi

x Λ ό Π μ.exp
+ <

zπ P

1=0 H [2/sin(2πε)}m-2

5 log α - 2π/ε

α=lJ £=0>

It is not hard to see that the term

sin ί 2π^-
log a

I log α — 2π/ε

(5.52)

(5.53)

contains only the negative powers of ε in its Laurent series expansion. Therefore
the only purpose of this term is to cancel the negative powers of ε in the expansion
of the term

[2/sin(2πε)]«-2 ' P }

so that the whole expression has a smooth limit of ε —> 0.

Trivial Connection. When all nt — 0, Eq. (5.53) can be simplified. In particular, the
integral over x and the term (5.53) are both equal to zero after taking a sum over
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jU/. After adding a factor (3.25), a total contribution of the trivial connection is

- £ h« (f)+§ K »> -5

toj ! yiiKHJ s (2/sinε)"-2 (5.55)

As we have noted in the end of Subsect. 4.3, a ratio of the j — 2 and 7 = 1
terms contributes together with the phase φ of Eq. (1.5) to the 2-loop correction
*S2 as defined by Eq. (2.4). A simple calculation similar to that of Eq. (4.26) shows
again that #2 is proportional to Casson's invariant (4.14):

S2 = 6πλCw (5.56)

6. Discussion

In this paper we calculated a full asymptotic large k expansion of the exact surgery
formula for Witten's invariant of Seifert manifolds. We found a complete agreement
between our results and the 1-looρ quantum field theory predictions thus extending
the results of the papers [8,9] on this subject. To achieve this agreement we had
to modify slightly the previous 1-loop formulas for the case of reducible flat con-
nections and for the case of obstructions in extending the elements of Hι to the
moduli of flat connections.

It seems that the method of Poisson resummation used in our calculations can
be applied to Witten's invariants of graph manifolds, i.e. manifolds constructed by
"plumbing" the Seifert manifolds (the solid tori parallel to the fibers are cut out of
Seifert manifolds and the corresponding 2-dimensional boundaries are glued together
after the modular transformations are performed). This method can also be applied
to the invariants built upon simple Lie groups other than SU(2). We showed that
the applicability of the Poisson resummation is based on Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand
resolution.

A rather surprising result of our calculations is the finite loop exactness of the
contributions of irreducible flat connections. This exactness in somewhat reminiscent
of the formulas of paper [11] in which Witten applied a localization principle to the
2-dimensional gauge theory. The order of the highest loop corrections is equal to
half the dimension of the moduli space of flat connections. This may suggest that
these corrections are related to some intersection numbers in the moduli space.

The contributions of all flat connections have a specific 2-loop phase correction
φ (see Eq. (1.5)). This phase is the same for all flat connections of a given manifold.
In case of a 3-fibered Seifert manifold, φ is the only 2-loop correction for the
contribution of irreducible flat connections. The phase φ looks similar to Casson's
invariant, however certain terms are missing there. It seems, however, that φ is
a manifold invariant in its own right. It would be interesting to understand its
topological nature.

The "missing terms" appear when the full 2-loop correction to the contribution
of the trivial connection is calculated. The trivial connection is reducible and its
contribution contains an asymptotic series in K~ι. The whole 2-loop correction is a
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combination of φ and the second term in this series, and it turns to be proportional
to Casson's invariant. We checked this observation for «-fibered Seifert manifold
and found a full agreement with the formula (4.14).

It is worth noting that the change in Casson's invariant under a surgery on a
knot depends on the second derivative of the Alexander polynomial of that knot
(see e.g. [18] and references therein). This derivative is a second order Vassiliev
invariant of the knot and comes as a 2-loop correction to any (i.e., say, either
Alexander or Jones) knot polynomial if the latter is calculated through Feynman
diagrams. Thus a change in the 2-loop correction under a surgery on a knot depends
on a 2-loop invariant of that knot. We could go a step backwards and observe a
similar relationship between the self-linking number of a framed knot and the order
of homology group (or its logarithm) of the manifold10 (see e.g. [21]). Both objects
can be interpreted as 1-loop corrections. It would be interesting to derive a formula
(if it exists) expressing the change in the «-loop correction to the contribution of
the trivial connection under a surgery on a knot through Vassiliev invariants of this
knot up to order n.

Let us try to conjecture the formula relating Vassiliev invariants of a knot to
loop corrections of a trivial connection, basing on our formula (1.8). The higher
loop corrections to the contributions of the reducible connections (see Eqs. (1.6)
and (5.49)) are proportional to the "derivatives" of the U{\) Reidemeister torsion.
This looks rather strange in view of the fact that the flat U{\) connections on
Seifert manifolds do not have any moduli along which they could be changed. We
therefore propose a different interpretation of these formulas.

Note that an equation

Ά 1
J

d^ f(c)
c=c0

— / dcf(c)exp
-* —oo

ff
-2πiK-(c

1
- c o ) 2 J

(6.1)

(6.2)

can transform the derivatives in Eqs. (1.6) and (5.47) into an integral over c.
Equation (6.1) can be derived either by expanding f(c) in Taylor series at c = Co
and checking it for every term separately, or by noting that the l.h.s. of Eq. (6.1)
is an exponential of the 1-dimensional Laplacian, which can be expressed through
the heat kernel. In particular, a contribution of the trivial connection (1.8) can be
cast in a form

Here we made a substitution β = 2Kc/π.
The formula (6.3) can be given a following interpretation. We can construct a

Seifert manifold X(—, —, —) by a surgery on a link consisting of 3 "fiber" loops
linked to a "base" loop (see, e.g. [8], [19]). A surgery of the fiber loops produces
a connected sum of three lens spaces. We apply a Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev for-
mula related to the final surgery on the base loop in order to find Witten's invariant

10 I am thankful to N. Reshetikhin for discussing the results of his research on this subject with
me.
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of X( —,—,—). The Jones polynomial of the base loop can be expressed as a sum
over flat connections in the connected sum of lens spaces. A contribution of the
trivial connection turns out to be proportional to the integrand of (6.3) up to a fac-
tor sin(πβ/K). Therefore expression (6.3) is actually a Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev
formula in which only a trivial connection part of the Jones polynomial is taken
and a sum over an integrable weight Y^~γ is substituted by an integral \ f*™ dβ.
We conjecture that these two changes in the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev formula
produce a trivial connection contribution to Witten's invariant of the manifold con-
structed by a simple TPS surgery on a knot belonging to some other manifold (in
case of a general surgery (2.16), only the n = 0 term should be retained in the sum
of Eq. (2.25)).

Consider now a logarithm of the trivial connection part of the Jones polynomial
of a knot. According to [6], the coefficients in its expansion in powers of l/K
are Vassiliev's invariants of the knot. A 1-loop piece in this expansion, which is
proportional to πβ2/K, comes from the self-linking number of the knot. This number
can be fractional if the original manifold is nontrivial (for example, it is equal to
H/P in (6.3)). We conjecture that in the other terms appearing in the logarithm,
the power of β is less or equal to the negative power of K. Therefore, if we split
off the self-linking exponential factor and expand the remaining part of the Jones
polynomial in l/K, then the gaussian integral in the modified Witten-Reshetikhin-
Turaev formula will produce the l/K expansion of the trivial connection contribution
to Witten's invariant of the new manifold. Each term in this expansion will be
expressed through a finite number of Vassiliev invariants of the knot. We hope to
present this calculation in more details in a forthcoming paper. Here we just want
to mention that its result seems to agree with Walker's formula [18] for the Casson
invariant (if we assume that the Casson invariant is indeed proportional to a 2-loop
correction). This is partly due to the fact that the second derivative of the Alexander
polynomial is also a 2-loop correction to the Jones polynomial, as established by
D. Bar-Natan in his paper [6].
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Appendix

We present a simple finite dimensional example which illustrates the appearance of
the factor l/Vol(H) in the gauge invariant theory. Consider a 2-dimensional integral

+ OO +OO

/gauge = / dXi J dX2cxp[2πikf(^/If+xf)] (A.1)
— OO —OO

for some function / ( r ) . The integrand of this integral is obviously invariant under
the U(l) rotation around the origin. Let us treat it as a gauge symmetry. Then a
"physical" quantity would be an integral /gauge divided by the volume of the gauge
group Yo\(U(l)) = 2π. A full machinery of Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing will lead
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to a well known expression for the "physical" integral:

T OO

/phys = W O ) ) = ίdrr exp(2π/*/(r)) ( A 2 )

In order to parallel the discussion of Subsect. 2.1 we use a stationary phase approxi-
mation. Suppose that the function f(r) has a critical point at r = ΓQ, i.e. /'(/o) = 0.
We want to take an integral (A. 1) over the vicinity of that point. We take a rep-
resentative point on the gauge orbit:

X\=r0, X2 = 0. (A.3)

This is our "background gauge field." A simplest choice for the gauge fixing con-
dition to impose on the fluctuations (x\,X2) around the background (A.3), would be
X2 = 0. However we make a different choice:

kxit?(Xo,Xι) = O, (A.4)

here vι is a vector field representing the infinitesimal gauge transformation:

vi(Xι,X2) = εi'XJ. (A.5)

The gauge fixing (A.4) closely resembles a background covariant gauge fixing Dμaμ

of the Chern-Simons theory used in [1]. Indeed, for an infinitesimal gauge trans-
formation φ, the analog of vι is Dμφ and Eq. (A.4) is similar to a condition

f(Dμφ)aμd
3x = 0 (A.6)

for any function φ, which is equivalent to Dμaμ = 0.
By substituting Eqs. (A.5) and (A.3) into Eq. (A.4) we get an explicit form of

the covariant gauge fixing condition:

kx2r0 = 0 . (A.7)

A Faddeev-Popov ghost determinant is a variation of the gauge fixing condition
with respect to the gauge transformation:

Λgh = krl. (A.8)

We supplement a quadratic term iπkf"(ro)x\ in the exponent of Eq. (A.I) with
a gauge fixing term 2πikroyx2. An integral over y produces a ^-function of the
condition (A.7). Therefore an operator corresponding to a quadratic form in the
exponent of Eq. (A. 1) is

//"(ro) 0 0 \
L-=ik\ 0 0 r0 . (A.9)

V 0 r0 0/

The 1-loop "field-theoretic" prediction of the physical integral /ph y s is

/ p h y s =
p h y s

in full agreement with the stationary phase approximation of the integral in the r.h.s
of Eq. (A.2).

Let us see now what happens in the special case when ΓQ = 0. A background
point (A.3) lies at the origin and is invariant under the action of U(\). In other
words, a "background field" has a (/(I) symmetry, so it is similar to a reducible
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gauge connection of the Chern-Simons theory. A ghost determinant (A.8) has a

zero mode. The operator Z_ is different from its ordinary form (A.9):

//" (0) 0 0\
I _ = ik[ 0 /"(0) 0 (A.ll)

V 0 0 0/

and it also has one zero mode. The prescription for the Reidemeister torsion (2.5)

in a similar situation was to drop the zero modes. Since no modes are left for the

ghosts, we have

Λgh = 1, (A.12)

while

d e t ( - I _ ) = - [ * / " ( < ) ) ] . (A.13)

A non-degenerate part of the operator (A. 11) is the same as if we were calculat-

ing the stationary phase approximation of the integral (A. 1) at the origin without

remembering the C/(l) symmetry. The same is suggested by the ghost determinant

(A. 12). In other words, we see that by dropping the zero modes of ghost determi-

nant and covariant gauge fixing we "forgot" about the U(\) symmetry. Therefore

if we substitute expressions (A.ll) and (A. 12) in the middle part of Eq. (A. 10),

then we will get the whole integral /gaUge rather than its physical "gauge fixed"

counterpart /phys. So in order to get /phys from the determinants (A.ll) and (A. 12)

we have to add a factor 1/Vol(ί/(1)) "by hands" as we did in Eq. (2.9).
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